
Mr.	Da	SIlva	

Movie	Critique	Assignment	
	

After watching portions of two films (“Moulin Rouge” & “Seabiscuit”) you will select one 
scene from each film and critique them based on the criteria outlined below.  

Your scene breakdown should have three sections:  

• one commenting on the technical elements of the movie; 
• one dealing with the artistic; 
• and the other dealing with the synthesis of the two.  

	
	
	
	



Mr.	Da	SIlva	

Project	Expectation:	
	
Watch the two movies in class and take some notes. Then you’ll produce a final write-up using 
Google Docs that should include the following info; 

• List the various technical & artistic elements you wish to discuss. No more than one page 
of rough notes for each movie, for a total of two pages.  

• Make sure that you split them in to specific sections, one section for each of the technical 
and artistic elements you observed and wish to discuss... be sure to provide specific 
examples from each film.  

• Think of it in terms of an essay... these are your observations, as long as you can back 
them up with an example and rationale you’ll be fine.  

• Finally, include one paragraph (no more than 1⁄2 a page, in complete sentences) on the 
synthesis (see below).  
• Make sure to include the Start and End times for the scene you are choosing to 

critique. 

Synthesis:	
	
Here’s what your paragraph must cover; how do the technical elements compliment the artistic 
elements? Generally statements about synthesis will follow the format: 

• “The filmmakers used this (a description of a technical element) to achieve (description 
of an artistic element). It is effective because _________________________. “   

It is expected that you are able to recognize how the technical elements of the film / video 
work to give the viewer the complex information described here as artistic elements. 

Evaluation:	

• When you have completed the write-up as a Google Doc, create a shareable link and submit 
the file to Mr. Da Silva’s Website.  

• Make sure you use the following format when naming the file; “Last Name, 1st Name - Gr. 
10 Movie Critique.”  

•  /10 – Technical & Artistic Elements (Knowledge) /10 – Synthesis (Thinking) /10 – Spelling 
& Grammar (Communication)   


